ABSTRACT Complex network will suffer from the node or edge failures due to attacks, which may even lead to whole network paralysis. However, the existing methods for measuring network invulnerability are not applicable for the complex network with dual edges. Therefore, in this paper, a dual-direction different-weight complex network model is designed by emphasizing dual edges with different weights. First, the double-level local network is constructed for each node in the model, which is integrated into the weighted entropy. In addition to revealing how the primary-level and the secondary-level of the structure in the model affect invulnerability of one node, a subject-based primary-level node invulnerability measure named DNNP-Entropy and a path-based double-level node invulnerability measure named INNS-Entropy are proposed. Then, on the basis of that, a node double-level local structure weighted entropy (NDLSW-Entropy)-based measure is designed to measure the invulnerability of each node. By using the designed measure, a top invulnerability nodes mining algorithm is proposed to mine nodes with top invulnerability performance. Two groups of experiments are designed, top nodes mined by different measures and network invulnerability entropy under different attack strategies are discussed respectively. Compared with three typical measures on average, the proposed measure increases the precision of top invulnerability nodes about 20%, 30%, 28.3%, 25%, and 38.3% for five reality different size dual-direction different-weight complex networks, respectively.
FIGURE 1. Student Friendship network and one of its local networks.
issue concerning complex network is the robustness of the overall network to the failure of its constituent parts, so the robustness can be addressed by analyzing how the network structure changes as nodes are removed after being attacked. As scale and complexity of network increase, attacks make it more difficult to analyze the network invulnerability using the above characteristics. So, it is of great significance to effectively analyse the invulnerability of complex network, find out the hidden safety problems and weak nodes and edges, and take measures to improve the invulnerability of the whole complex network.
The node invulnerability measures [17] , [18] focus on undirected unweighted complex networks and undirected weighted complex networks are proposed, which universally are not applicable in real-world networks. By way of example of undirected unweighted network with obvious community structure, the community structure is used to mine most influential nodes [19] . Nevertheless, this method doesn't work for network without obvious community structure [20] .
Compared with undirected unweighted network, most of real-world networks are more suitably abstracted as directed weighted complex network [21] , such as Dolphin network, US Air network and Polbooks network. The direction and weight of edges in directed weighted network are utilized to analyze network invulnerability [22] , [23] . However, dual edges are not discussed as a factor to measure the invulnerability. To identify the most influential nodes, only network with 100% dual edges is abstracted to dual directed weighted complex network in [24] , which makes the problem simpler. However, the uncertainty of direction and weight is ignored, and the effectiveness of invulnerability measurement will decrease.
Therefore, to measure node invulnerability for dual directed weighted network, a dual-direction different-weight complex network model is designed for constructing double-level local network. By considering double-level neighbour relationship with dual direction and uncertainty weight, Node Double-level Local Structure Weighted Entropy (NDLSW-Entropy) is proposed on the basis of weighted entropy. And then a NDLSW-Entropy based top invulnerability nodes mining algorithm is designed to mine most influential nodes for improving the overall invulnerability of network.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II details the dual-direction different-weight complex network model; Section III designs Node Double-level Local Structure Weighted Entropy for measuring node invulnerability. Section IV describes the steps of NDLSW-Entropy based top invulnerability nodes mining algorithm. In Section V, two groups of experiments were conducted to verify feasibility and rationality of proposed method. In Section VI, the conclusion including the future work are given.
II. DUAL-DIRECTION DIFFERENT-WEIGHT COMPLEX NETWORK MODEL
Most complex networks in real world have directions and weights, and there are a class of directed weighted networks, which has a large number of dual directed edges with different weights. The dual directed edges denote that there are two edges between two nodes are opposite direction, and each directed edge may have different weight.
As a typical dual directed weighted complex network, Student Friendship network [25] with 689 nodes is shown in Figure 1(a) . The colour depth of node indicates the degree of node, the darker colour node has the larger degree. And the thickness of directed edge indicates the edge weight, the thicker edge has the larger weight. Simultaneously, take one of local networks of node 351 of Student Friendship network as an example, it can be seen that there are many obvious edges with dual direction and different weight in the local network from Figure 1 
} expresses the set of node degree, which is consist of out-degree k out and in-degree
} is the set of node strength, and it includes in-strength s in and out-strength s out of v i .
Each node may be a transmitting node and a receiving node simultaneously, so out-degree k out (v i ) and in-degree k in (v i ) can be computed respectively as follows.
What's more, the edges between two nodes may have different direction and weight, so in-strength s in (v i ) and out-strength s out (v i ) can be expressed respectively as follows.
For the above local network of node 351 of Student Friendship network in Figure1(b), it can be expressed as the following dual-direction different-weight complex network model in Figure 2 .
It is noteworthy that weight of each edge in dual directed weighted complex network may be different. This is because there are a large number of edges with different weights in opposite direction, which leads to the fact that w ij is not equal to w ji . And in dual-direction different-weight complex network, two extreme conditions of nodes including large degree with small strength and small degree with large strength may happen. Take the value of v 272 as an example, k in (v 272 ) = 5, k out (v 272 ) = 1, s in (v 272 ) = 13 and s out (v 272 ) = 6. By comparison, v 272 has large in-degree but small in-strength, and out-degree is small but out-strength is large. It can be found that the uncertainty of direction and weight of edges make measurement of node invulnerability much more difficult in dual directed weighted network. Therefore, the dual-direction and different-weight in the complex network model are taken as factors to design node invulnerability measure in this paper.
III. NODE INVULNERABILITY MEASUREMENT BASED ON NODE DOUBLE-LEVEL LOCAL STRUCTURE WEIGHTED ENTROPY
The classical Shannon entropy 26] can measure the uncertainty factors of information. Therefore, in order to measure node invulnerability in the dual-direction different-weight complex network and mine top invulnerability nodes, the concept of weighted entropy is introduced based on double-level local network of a node. And then, a node invulnerability measure named Node Double-level Local Structure Weighted Entropy is designed by using definitions 1 to 6. 
where V D i is the node set with m i direct neighbor nodes of v i and v i itself, p(v i ) and w(v i ) are the probabilities of node degree and node strength of
And p(v i ) and w(v i ) can be defined as follows:
where
So, DNNP Entropy (v i ) that includes node degree and node strength is denoted as following.
For the dual directed weighted complex network, to calculate the value of DNNP-Entropy of v i , s(v i ) and k(v i ) in definition 2 are decomposed. As a result, information sets of node degree and node strength are obtained in definition 3.
is a primary node subject information set, which depends on degree and strength of static characteristic index of v i itself and its direct neighbour nodes of the primary-level of V D i . The node degree of primary-level probability set
is the probability set of node degree of V D i , and the node strength of primary-level probability set . As G is a dual directed weighted network, the probability
, and the probability q s
, which expresses the node information probability of transmitting node and receiving node respectively. And then, the above four divided probability elements of v i can be calculated on the basis of node degree k(v i ) and node strength s(v i ) respectively.
By using the information in definition 3, DNNP-Entropy is divided into Node Out Degree Weight Entropy (NODWEntropy) and Node In Degree Weight Entropy (NIDWEntropy) on the basis of definition 2. 
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With the above NODW-Entropy and NIDW-Entropy of primary-level of the double-level local network, the subject-based primary-level node invulnerability measure DNNP-Entropy can be finally calculated.
Besides the node's primary-level, the node's secondarylevel of the double-level local network can be used to define the path-based double-level node invulnerability measure INNS-Entropy.
Definition 5: For expressing how corresponding paths in secondary-level local network affect invulnerability of one node, a path-based double-level node invulnerability measure named Indirect Neighbour Node based Secondary Entropy(INNS-Entropy) is defined. As the other part of node invulnerability measure, INNS-Entropy depends on node outward influence measure NODW-Entropy with closeness of weight and strength. The calculation of INNS Entropy (v i ) is as follows:
where P i expresses paths of v i in the double-level local network. On the basis of the above illustration of definitions 2 to 5, a novel node invulnerability measure NDLSW-Entropy is defined. 
IV. NDLSW-ENTROPY BASED TOP INVULNERABILITY NODES MINING ALGORITHM A. ALGORITHM
On the basis of the node invulnerability measure of NDLSW-Entropy, a NDLSW-Entropy based top invulnerability nodes mining algorithm(NETINM) can be proposed for dual-direction different-weight complex network.
Algorithm NETINM Input: A dual directed weighted complex network Output: Top invulnerability nodes V Top The algorithm is a five-stage process. In the first stage, step 1 designs a dual-direction different-weight complex network model, which can be used to present the dual directed weighted complex network. In the second stage, the doublelevel local network for each node can be identified from step 2 to step 3. In the third stage, by considering how the direct neighbour nodes of primary-level structure affect one node, steps 4 to 8 are used to calculate the node outward influence measure NODW-Entropy and the node inward influence measure NIDW-Entropy, which can constitute the subject-based primary-level node invulnerability measure DNNP-Entropy. In the fourth stage, from step 9 to step 11, the path-based double-level node invulnerability measure INNS-Entropy of each node is calculated by considering the influence of its indirect neighbour nodes of secondary-level structure.
In the last part, from step 12 to step 16, NDLSW-Entropy of each node can be calculated as the node invulnerability, and then all nodes in dual-direction different-weight complex network are ranked in descending order of NDLSW-Entropy and top invulnerability nodes V Top are obtained.
B. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
To illustrate the process of mining top invulnerability nodes, an example of dual-direction different-weight complex network model is used as shown in Figure 3 .
Take v 1 in the figure as an example, the direct neighbour node set V D 1 is {v 1 , v 2 , v 4 , v 6 } according to definition 1 and definition 2, the information of node degree and node strength of nodes in V D 1 is shown in Table 1 . Hence, the four sets Table 2 .
For indirect and direct neighbour nodes in each path of P 1 , the information of NODW-Entropy, out-strength, strength between nodes and strength ratio of nodes are listed in Table 3 . For the path p 21 , the information of indirect neighbour node 2 and direct neighbour node 4 are shown in the first line. By using formula (19) with the information in Table 3 According to the above calculation process, DNNPEntropy, INNS-Entropy and NDLSW-Entropy of each node are shown in Table 4 , and then top 5 invulnerability nodes based on NDLSW-Entropy are node 4, node 2, node 1, node 5 and node 7 respectively.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
To verify the feasibility and rationality of NDLSW-Entropy based top invulnerability nodes mining algorithm, two groups of experiments were conducted, one is top nodes mining with 
A. TWO TYPES OF REALITY COMPLEX NETWORKS 1) DUAL DIRECTED WEIGHTED COMPLEX NETWORK
The set of Student Friendship networks in different communities are made by students from 84 communities, and 84 complex networks are obtained. Node represents student, and the number of nodes of 84 networks is ranging from 25 to 2587. Three networks with different sizes are selected from the set of Student Friendship networks, and the size are 32, 689 and 1681 respectively, and the corresponding number of edges are 127, 2936 and 6985 respectively. Adolescent Health network is made by adolescents with 2539 nodes and 12969 edges, which was constructed from the in-school questionnaire. And Free On-line Dictionary of Computing network is a searchable dictionary of acronyms, jargon, programming languages, etc, which contains 13356 nodes and 120238 edges. The edge is formed by cross-references of entries, and the number of citations becomes the weight value of edges.
The range of edge weights in these five networks is between 1 and 15, and the higher edge weight indicates the more interaction. As the typical dual-direction differentweight complex network, a large number of dual edges with opposite directions and different weights are contained.
2) DIRECTED WEIGHTED COMPLEX NETWORK
US Air network is a directed weighted network without dual edges, which has 332 nodes and 2126 edges. And the weight of edges has huge difference from 9 to 5000. Each node indicates an airport and the directed edge represents the airline connection from one airport to another. The number of routes of one direction between two airports is the weight of edge of corresponding direction.
B. PARAMETER DETERMINATION OF NDLSW-ENTROPY MEASURE
For achieving the better performance of NDLSW-Entropy measure, and determining the impact of parameters α and β on the node invulnerability of all nodes in network, Student Friendship network with 1681 nodes is used to calculate.
α is a parameter of the subject-based primary-level node invulnerability measure, which means the influence extent of primary-level structure on double-level local network on invulnerability. By using the information in definition 1, the average weighted degree of nodes of all double-level local networks(in short as ADL) and the average weighted degree of nodes of all primary-level structure(APS) can be calculated, and then the solution formula of parameter α can be calculated as follows:
where m i and t i are the number of direct and indirect neighbour nodes of v i respectively. The sum of NDLSW-Entropy values of each node is used as the network invulnerability entropy, which should be recalculated along with the removing nodes based on the proposed measure as an attack strategy. By adjusting the different α values of 0.55,0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95, the curves of the network invulnerability entropy value with different α value are analyzed, which is shown as Figure 4 .
As shown in the figure, with the increase of α value, the trend of curve at α=0.8 has a significant difference in comparison with that at α=0.75, which is consistent with the theoretical reasoning. According to the data of sort results under these two α values, the rank of 30% of top nodes has changed to a great extent. Therefore, the threshold of α is less than 0.8, and then α and β can be 0.75 and 0.25 respectively for general in following experiments.
C. NODE RANKING UNDER DIFFERENT INVULNERABILITY MEASURES
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed NDLSW-Entropy based top invulnerability nodes mining algorithm in network with dual-direction different-weight edges, NDLSW-Entropy with three typical measures In Strength (IS), Eigenvector Centrality (EC) and Page Rank (PR) are used for mining top nodes. The results of top invulnerability nodes of the five dual directed weighted complex networks are shown in Tables 5-9 respectively, and the corresponding number of the top invulnerability nodes are 5, 15, 20, 50 and 100. Based on the comparison results shown in Table 5 , in Students Friendship network with 32 nodes, there are four same nodes among NDLSW-Entropy, EC and IS in top 5 invulnerability nodes. At the same time, NDLSW-Entropy and PR have three same nodes. Moreover, the nodes mined by proposed measure are reflected in the nodes mined by other typical measures. Thus it can be seen that measure NDLSW-Entropy is more accurate in mining top nodes.
According to Table 6 , the number of the same nodes between NDLSW-Entropy and other measures is 10, 9 and 9 respectively. It is worth noting that several of mined nodes in NDLSW-Entropy is either absent or rarely present in the other measures.
In Table 7 , it can be seen that the number of same nodes are 11,10 and 14 respectively. At the same time, the first node of NDLSW-Entropy is the same as that of EC. Table 8 demonstrates the top 50 nodes selected by NDLSW-Entropy, PR, EC and IS, and there are 33, 33 and 31 same nodes in the most 50 invulnerability nodes list respectively.
According to the results shown in Table 9 , there are 82 and 92 same nodes between NDLSW-Entropy and PR and EC, and the first 12 nodes mined in NDLSW-Entropy and EC are identical. In the top 100 list, although NDLSW-Entropy and IS only mined 21 similar nodes, the most influential nodes that mined in IS are also mined in NDLSW-Entropy. Therefore, by analyzing the above five tables, the measure of NDLSW-Entropy can effectively identify the top invulnerability nodes in dual directed weighted complex network.
What's more, to verity the validity of the proposed NDLSW-Entropy based top invulnerability nodes mining algorithm on complex networks without dual edges, the most 10 invulnerability nodes selected by five measures are shown in Table 10 , and 6 nodes are the same under PR, IS and NDLSW-Entropy.
The result of mined nodes of EC is exactly the same as that of NDLSW-Entropy. Only PR, EC and NDLSW-Entropy identify the same first node. Compared to the top nodes of the subgraph degree centrality (SDC) method proposed in Ref [27] , only two nodes of the measure NDLSW-Entropy are the same. The reason is that SDC simplifies directed weighted complex network to undirected unweighted complex network, and the transmission and weight information of invulnerability between nodes is ignored.
D. TOTAL INVULNERABILITY NDLSW-ENTROPY ANALYSIS UNDER DIFFERENT ATTACKS
After top nodes were mined, to verify the rationality of the proposed NDLSW-Entropy, the impact of top nodes on network invulnerability of complex network is analyzed. By using two types of reality complex networks in section V(A), the relationship between the network invulnerability entropy and the number of removed nodes under Random and intentional attackscan be obtained. Four measures are selected as intentional attack strategies, including NDLSW-Entropy attack (in short as NA),Page Rank attack(PA), In Strength attack(IA) and Eigenvector Centrality attack (EA). It is expected to verify the mined nodes with top invulnerability performance in the complex network by analyzing the decreasing trend of the network invulnerability entropy value. Figure 5 shows the trend of network invulnerability entropy of Student Friendship network with 32 nodes and 56.7% of dual edges under five attack strategies. Except for Random attack, under the other four attack strategies, the decreasing trend of network invulnerability entropy shows a slight difference, and it can be seen that the entropy of NA is lower than that under other attack strategies on the whole. When the 5th node is removed, there is obviously a large drop in the curve of entropy under NA, it indicates that the invulnerability of network without the 5th node is greatly decreased. From Table 5 , node 24 is not mined by either measure PR or EC.
For the larger Student Friendship network with 689 nodes and 40% dual edges, the curve of network invulnerability entropy under NA can be still kept lower than that under other attack strategies, and there is a significant difference in four curves as shown in Figure 6 .Compared the network invulnerability entropy value of PA and EA, the maximum drop of entropy value of NA is reduced 5.44 and 8 respectively. Take the curve with the removed node number from 1 to 15 as an example, the network invulnerability entropy value is decreased significantly from the 12th to the 15th nodes. Obviously, it can be seen from Table 6 that the measure NDLSW-Entropy identifies more new influential nodes than others, such as nodes 76, 351, 69 and 306, which can't be mined in other measures altogether.
Take node 69 and node 351 in the top 15 invulnerability nodes as examples. The double-level local networks of node 69 is shown in Figure 7 . This figure shows node 69 and its direct neighbour nodes (denoted as red nodes) construct the primary-level local structure, and the indirect neighbour nodes (denoted as blue nodes) constructed the secondary-level structure of node 69. There are many dual edges with little difference in weights among double-level local network, and the complex double-level neighbour relationship between node 69 and its direct neighbour nodes and indirect neighbour nodes is reflected.
As shown in Figure 8 , the double-level local networks of node 351 is shown. Node 351 has several dual edges with large weight in the double-level local network, which indicates the node has close relations with its direct and indirect neighbour nodes. And thus node 69 and node 351 are mined as the top invulnerability ones in the larger Student Friendship network with 689 nodes. Figure 9 (a) demonstrates the curve with the same type of large-scale Student Friendship network having 1681 nodes, and the proportion of dual edges is 35.4%.From it, although NA has advantages over PA, EA and Random attack, there is a large drop in the curve of NA with the removed node number from 20 to 80, which is less effective than IA. This is due to the larger scale of the network and the smaller proportion of dual edges. When the number of nodes removed is more than 100, the advantage of NDLSW-Entropy can be seen in conjunction with Figure 9(b) . It can also be seen in Figure 9 (b) that NA has best performance among NA, PA and EA, and makes the maximum decrease of the entropy value up to 8.54 and 8.33 respectively with comparison to PA and EA.
With 2539 nodes and 38.8% dual edges, the curve of Adolescent Health network is shown in Figure 10 . From the overall trend of the curve, the measure NDLSW-Entropy has better performance than other measures. What's more, Figure 10 (b) shows the curve with top nodes from 150 to 200, it can be clearly seen that the advantage is more significant when the number of removed nodes is greater than 150.The average decrease of the entropy value is up to 6, 13.6, 1.5 and 42.6 respectively by comparing with that of PA, EA,IA and Random attack.
For large-scale network of Free On-line Dictionary of Computing network with 13356 nodes and 120238 edges, the proportion of dual edges is 47.9%. The top 100 nodes mined by the four methods are already given in Table 9 . By analyzing Table 9 , it can be seen that nodes mined in IS and other three measures are quite different. In order to further analyze the impact of the most influential nodes on the network invulnerability entropy, the curve of top 30 nodes in Table 9 is given. And measures NDLSW-Entropy and IS, which have obvious differences in top mined nodes, are selected for comparison. By analyzing the curve in Figure 11 , the impact of NA on the network invulnerability entropy is higher than that of IA, and the average difference of the entropy value obtained by NA and IA is 272.93.
US Air network is used as the second type of complex network. Compare with the above five networks of the first type, US Air network has no dual edges, and edge weight has major difference. As shown in Figure 12 , the curves of NA and IA vary greatly. After the 7th node is removed, it can be seen that the network entropy value of IA is lower than that of NA, which indicates that the top nodes mined by measure IS have great influence on network invulnerability. But for the curve of the first seven nodes, the trend is almost the same. Meanwhile, compared with PR and EC, NDLSW-Entropy has the best performance, and the maximum drop of the entropy are 14.9 and 10.6 respectively. In addition, from Table 10, the top nodes that mined by NDLSW-Entropy and EC are the same nodes with different sequence, therefore there is a big difference between the two curves. For example, node 255 ranks 5th in NDLSW-Entropy, but it ranks 8th in EC. And node 310 ranks 5th in EC, but it ranks 8th in NDLSW-Entropy. It is found that node 255 has more complex direct and indirect neighbour relationship than node 310, so removing node 255 in advance will greatly affect the subsequent nodes' direct and indirect relationship.
Based on the above experiment results of the two types of complex networks, hence, the proposed measure NDLSW-Entropy is effective for mining most influential nodes in directed weighted complex network with lots of dual edges of Student Friendship networks, Adolescent Health network and Free On-line Dictionary of Computing network. And with NDLSW-Entropy, the average performance of other three measures is increased by 20%, 30%, 28.3%, 25% and 38.3% respectively for five different size dual-direction different-weight complex networks. In addition, for network with no dual edges and the greater difference of edge weight, the proposed measure NDLSW-Entropy is also suitable, and the performance is no less than that of others.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To measure node invulnerability accurately and improve the overall invulnerability of dual directed weighted network, this paper designs a dual-direction different weight complex network model. On the basis of that, Node Double-level Local Structure Weighted Entropy (NDLSW-Entropy) is designed for measuring node invulnerability, and then a top invulnerability nodes mining algorithm is proposed based on NDLSWEntropy. Furthermore, with removing nodes under different attack strategies, NDLSW-Entropy based node invulnerability mining and the network invulnerability entropy of the real-world networks are analyzed. To sum up, the proposed measure is more effective and reasonable for mining top invulnerability nodes, compared with other typical measures.
In the future, by considering double-level local relationship with dual-direction and different-weight edges, a communities mining algorithm will be designed to obtain top communities in dual directed weighted complex network, which can be used as another one factor to improve the overall invulnerability of this type of complex network.
